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FUTURE TREND NO.6

DIGITAL MONEY



ENTREPRENEUR 5.0 DIGITAL MONEY



World class education on GeniusU to  
ensure you graduate to the next level.  
Two 4-week microschools each  
quarter with hands-on mentoring. 
Credits towards earning your diploma 
in the form of digital currency. 
Guaranteed results to ensure you  
graduate to the next level.

Each of our quarterly launches in 2021 will include a full program of 
entrepreneur education with the following benefits:

1
2
3
4



World class education on GeniusU to  
ensure you graduate to the next level. 

Entrepreneur
16-80

1
The nine levels of education for entrepreneurs link to the nine levels of the Entrepreneur 
Spectrum. In Q1 2020 we are launching four levels: Orange (Self-employed), Enterprise 
(Start Up Founder), Emerald (Scale Up Leader), Sapphire (Investor). 



World class education on GeniusU to  
ensure you graduate to the next level. 

Entrepreneur
16-80

1
Each of the four levels has eight 4-week microschool modules that lead to certification. 
Entrepreneurs can choose to complete a specific microschool, or join the full diploma 
program. The Diploma program guarantees graduation with a free retake. 


To graduate, the entrepreneur completes the one year of microschools (in one or more 
years) and passes by proving the results within their business.

Orange+ level, Level 2+ enterprise, $10K+ annual revenue

Green+ level, Level 4+ enterprise, $1M+ annual revenue

Yellow+ level, Level 3+ enterprise, $100K+ annual revenue

Blue+ level, Level 5+ enterprise, $10M+ annual revenue



Two 4-week microschools each  
quarter with hands-on mentoring. 

Entrepreneur
16-80

2
The eight microschools in each level cover all the key skills needed to achieve the 
results in their entrepreneur journey needed to graduate. In each module, the students 
apply the skills and tools from the microschool to generate additional income. As with 
a flight school, graduation comes from a combination of both theory and practice. 

Vision & Identity

Community Building

Promotion Planning

Team Leadership

Financial Metrics

Digital Marketing 

Sales & Service

Customer Intelligence

Students may graduate faster (by progressing faster and taking the microdegrees for 
each microschool early, or graduate slower (by spreading out their microschools)



Two 4-week microschools each  
quarter with hands-on mentoring. 

Entrepreneur
16-80

2
In Q1 2021, we will be launching the first two microschools in our Entrepreneur Genius 
Diploma. This will be for all four streams: Marketing 5.0 and Sales & Service 5.0.

These two Microschools will link to the Global Entrepreneur Summit and Genius 5.0 
theme for 2021, and will ensure all entrepreneurs and mentors have the latest chatbot, 
AI-driven marketing and AI-driven sales & service tools in their business.

AI-driven customer  
segmenting & targeting

Sales & Service 5.0 
MICROSCHOOL

AI-based CRM

Service Chatbots

AI-driven pathway 
Optimization

AI-based ads

Marketing Chatbots

Prep World 
Game

World 
Game

Marketing 5.0 
MICROSCHOOL

11 Jan - 7 Feb 1/1 - 10/1 8/2 - 21/2 22 Feb - 21 Mar 22/3 - 4/8



Two 4-week microschools each  
quarter with hands-on mentoring. 

Entrepreneur
16-80

2
Students can earn their GEMs for each Microschool in one of three modes. Either Do-It-
Yourself (DIY) Microdegree, Do-It-With-You (DIWY) Microschool or Do-If-For-You (DIFY), 
Microsolutions each at a different cost.

DIY

DIY mode enables self-study. DIWY includes direct mentoring and group participation 
to ensure graduation. DIFY includes accessing the Genius Solutions team to deliver the 
results of that level together with the student within their business.

Self Study

Mentor Guidance 
Community Support 

& Competition

Genius Solutions 
In-house Delivery 

Out-source Service 
& Expertise

DIWY
DIFY

$300 / Microdegree $1,500 / Microschool $2,500 / Microsolution



Credits towards earning your diploma 
in the form of digital currency. 

Entrepreneur
16-80

3
Students who take the DIWY or DIFY options earn Genius Entrepreneur Merits (GEMs) 
towards their diploma. They pass their diploma by earning a total of 18,000 GEMs 

Each completed Microschool earns 1,500 GEMs, C.L.E.A.R. practical actions on 
GeniusU (Connect, Learn, Earn, Act, Review) - including playing the World Game to 
create a global impact - earn an additional 3,000 GEMs or more, and passing the 
assessment criteria earns an additional 3,000 GEMs and graduation.

Vision & Identity

Community Building

Promotion Planning

Product Design

Team Leadership

Digital Marketing 

Financial Metrics

Customer Intell. Pass Assessment Criteria: 
Yellow+ level,  

Level 3+ enterprise,  
$100K+ annual revenue

GeniusU C.L.E.A.R. actions

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

3,000

3,000



Guaranteed results to ensure you  
graduate to the next level.

Entrepreneur
16-80

4
Once a student passes a level, they can use their GEMs towards courses, mentoring 
and products on GeniusU, including paying for up to 50% off their next level.

Should they fail to pass the assessment criteria within their enterprise, they get 75% 
off retaking the level, which means they are guaranteed a free year’s retake if they fail 
to pass their level.

Pass Assessment Criteria: 
Yellow+ level,  

Level 3+ enterprise,  
$100K+ annual revenue

18,000

PASS

RETAKE

15,000

DIY - $2,400 for 8 microdegrees
DIWY - $12,000 for 8 microschools

Pass Assessment Criteria: 
Yellow+ level,  

Level 3+ enterprise,  
$100K+ annual revenue

Free Retake 25% discount with 1,500 GEMs

per Microschool(1,500 GEMs


per Microschool)

DIY - $2,400 for 8 microdegrees
DIWY - $12,000 for 8 microschools

75% discount on retake



In December 2020 we are opening the VIP pre-launch of our GEM ICO. 
We are bundling GEMs for our 2021 pioneer intake, giving 3x return on 
your investment, with the following bundles:

MASTERS Pack
$6,000

DIWY x 8 microschools  
Full diploma program for 
your level + 12mth GEM 
+ WDM MASTERS ($6K) 
+ 6,000 GEMs

Worth $18,000. 

CRYSTAL Pack
$12,000

DIWY x 8 microschools  
Full diploma program for 
your level + 12mth GEM 
+ CRYSTAL CIRCLE ($12K) 
+ 12,000 GEMs

Worth $36,000. 

INVESTOR Pack
$20,000

DIWY x 8 microschools  
Full diploma program for your 
level + 12mth GEM 
+ GENIUSU SHARES ($20K) 
+ IPO SHARE OPTIONS ($20K) 
+ 40,000 GEMs

Worth $60,000. 





The Wealth Lighthouse



Infrared - Victim

Red - Survivor

Orange - Worker

Yellow - Player

Green - Performer

Blue - Conductor

Personal 
Flow

Market 
Flow

Indigo - Trustee

Violet - Composer

Ultraviolet - Legend
Global
Flow



The Three Prisms















The Impact Meter



FUTURE TREND NO.7

PERSONALIZED 
HEALTH



ENTREPRENEUR 5.0 HEALTH 5.0











FUTURE TREND NO.8

NET NATIONS



FUTURE TREND NO.8

NET NATIONS





The Entrepreneur 
Movement

“Creating a better future for earth, life and humanity”

12 Principles



12 Principles

The future is ours to create
Our future is in our hands. As a collective 
mission, nothing is impossible.

We are all crew
We are all on Spaceship Earth as crew, who 
equally affect and are affect by our actions

There’s already enough
We have everything we need when we work 
together, united by purpose.

1

2

3

Everyone’s a genius
We are not divided by our differences, but 
united by our uniqueness.

It takes a village
We cannot do it alone. All our solutions will 
come from collaboration and co-creation

Serve, give, grow
Begin by adding value to others, then 
nurture and grow your own value.

4

5

6



12 Principles

Environment, education,
entrepreneurship
Live, learn, love: Where we show up, how we 
make sense of it, how we enhance it

Grow conscious capital
Grow assets ethically, and then flow them to 
serve best in profit and purpose

Love is in the detail
Slow down to speed up. Never do things fast 
at the expense of doing things well.

7

8

9

Judgement free zone
No wasted time on negativity, complaints or 
excuses. Ignore what you can’t change. 
Change what you can.

Be free. Have fun
Live in blessed unrest, where nothing is rushed 
yet all is accomplished. Be the change.

Everything is temporary
Be humble. One day we will all be gone. Live 
your truest and greatest self every day.

10

11

12



FUTURE TREND NO.9

THE SPACE RACE



ENTREPRENEUR 5.0 THE SPACE RACE





FUTURE TREND NO.10

WORLD WIDE WEALTH



ENTREPRENEUR 5.0 THE VALUE CYCLE

At the heart of every 5.0 enterprise is a self-growing, 
self-improving, automatic cash generating engine



Build a full 5.0 value cycle with your own diamond, gold dust, experiences, transformation and golden halo with 
the Genius Group Team and Entrepreneur Dynamics Partners at the Flow Builder Workshop, 27-29 Jan 2020.

Flow Builder Workshop

1

2

3
4

5

27-29 Jan, Bali



ProspectsFollowers CustomersCommunity Raving Fans

1 2 3 4 5

Entrepreneur 4.0 have to choose between non-scalable offline customer pathways for high value products or 
scalable online customer pathways for low cost products. And even workable pathways fall in effectiveness 
over time. Entrepreneur 5.0 combines high tech and high touch to create predictable, automated, self-
improving pathways that use AI and human connection to scale effectively and sustainably.

Diamond Gold Dust Experience Golden HaloTransformation

What is your 4P 
diamond that 
sparkles from a 
distance? This is 
your story that 
attracts the 
attention of new 
followers from 
multiple sources

What is your zero 
cost, scalable 
gold dust that 
grows and 
engages your 
community to 
invest their time 
and share in 
trackable ways?

What is the hi-
touch, hi-tech 
experience you 
are delivering so 
prospects can 
build trust in your 
problem-solving 
and make a 
decision to buy?

What is the hi-
touch, hi-tech 
transformation 
that all your 
customers will 
have that’s worth 
their money, so 
they return and 
recommend you?

What is the global 
golden halo you 
nurture around 
your pathway  
that creates 
automatic, self-
improving growth 
in your customers 
and partners?

ENTREPRENEUR 5.0 5 STEP PATHWAY



Followers

1

Diamond

What is your 5P 
diamond that 
sparkles from a 
distance? This is 
your story that 
attracts the 
attention of new 
followers from 
multiple sources

ENTREPRENEUR 5.0 STEP 1: MAKE IT RAIN

1. Toolbox

4. Download 

5. Post / Article

2. Video

3. Audio

Top Five Diamonds
Problem
Why? Amygdala

Product
How? Left Brain

Proof
Who? Right Brain

Purpose
When? Temporal Lobe

Promise
What? Frontal Lobe



ENTREPRENEUR 5.0 STEP 2: SPREAD GOLD

Top five gold dust

1. Tests & Quizzes

4. Awards

5. Referral rewards

2. Gamified Apps

3. Competitions

Community

2

Gold Dust

What is your zero 
cost, scalable 
gold dust that 
grows and 
engages your 
community to 
invest their time 
and share in 
trackable ways?

• Automatically scalable
• Zero cost or profitable
• Takes none of your time



ENTREPRENEUR 5.0 STEP 3: CREATE FLOW

Top five experiences

1. One-to-one

4. Webinar

5. Community

2. Workshop

3. Event

• Build high-touch trust
• Co-create the solution
• Create flow every time

Prospects

3

Experience

What is the hi-
touch, hi-tech 
experience you 
are delivering so 
prospects can 
build trust in your 
problem-solving 
and make a 
decision to buy?



ENTREPRENEUR 5.0 STEP 4: MAKE MAGIC

Care
Content

Connection

Customers

4

Transformation

What is the hi-
touch, hi-tech 
transformation 
that all your 
customers will 
have that’s worth 
their money, so 
they return and 
recommend you?

Top five transformations

1. Solve a problem

4. Self-mastery

5. Self-expression

2. Serve a purpose

3. Self-awareness



ENTREPRENEUR 5.0 STEP 5: GIVE BACK

Top five golden halos

1. Community

4. Partner pathway

5. Investor pathway

2. Loyalty program

3. Referral program

Frictionless growth
Frictionless growth

Create flow every time

Raving Fans

5

Golden Halo

What is the global 
golden halo you 
nurture around 
your pathway  
that creates 
automatic, self-
improving growth 
in your customers 
and partners?



The Impact Meter



Impact Metrics



Build a full 5.0 value cycle with your own diamond, gold dust, experiences, transformation and golden halo with 
the Genius Group Team and Entrepreneur Dynamics Partners at the Flow Builder Workshop, 27-29 Jan 2020.

Flow Builder Workshop

1

2

3
4

5

27-29 Jan, Bali





HUMANITY 5.0


